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ABSTRACT

The use of lead protection in patient contexts has recently come under scrutiny, with organisations moving towards ceasing its
use in plain film radiography. The use of lead shielding in protecting staff in low-dose settings, such as plain film and mobile radiography, is therefore an important aspect of practice to be reviewed. The objective of this review is to evaluate the use of lead
shielding in protecting staff in plain film and mobile radiography, while also exploring the evolution of occupational doses and
perceptions of lead protection. While literature is limited on the use of lead protection for staff in mobile settings, lead protection
has been shown to reduce staff and adjacent patient dose from scatter. Furthermore, despite the increased frequency of medical
imaging procedures in contemporary radiography, the occupational doses of medical radiation workers have reduced over time.
With literature demonstrating gaps in current understandings of radiobiological mechanisms at low doses, the linear no-threshold
model utilised to estimate radiation risk and develop protection standards cannot be rejected. Thus, this review finds the need for
further research to be undertaken to improve risk estimates at low doses in larger cohorts of medical radiation workers, for the
demonstration of long-term effects from occupational exposure, prior to ceasing staff lead protection.
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INTRODUCTION

S

oon after the initial discovery and use of X-rays as a therapeutic
and diagnostic tool, the emergence of acute adverse health effects prompted the need for radiation protection measures.1 The
innovation of lead protection arose in the late 1800s to early 1900s,
majorly from contributions by William Rollins, an early pioneer
of radiation protection.1 Furthermore, with the initial establishment of the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP), previously known as the International X-ray and Radium
Protection Committee in 1928, formal radiation protection standards began to be devised.2 Nuclear warfare during World War II
fast-tracked the establishment of radiation protection standards,
prompting innovations in radiation detection instrumentation and
radiobiological research.1 Both public and occupational radiation
limits were introduced as protective measures against emerging
somatic effects, such as primary solid tumours and leukaemia.2
Extended epidemiological follow-up of atomic bomb survivors

demonstrated increased radiation-induced risks for leukaemia,
with subtype effect differences influenced by age at exposure, sex,
and environmental risk.3 Hence, the need to limit potential radiation-induced effects has been a central pillar in the protection of
patients, staff and the public in the development of modern radiology. Justification of radiation usage, optimisation of protection
and the application of dose limits have remained the fundamental
principles of protection to prevent the induction of tissue reactions and reduce the risk of stochastic effects.4
Despite advances in medical imaging procedures and
techniques increasing the frequency of procedures over the past
few decades, trends in the occupational exposure of radiologists
and radiographers have shown decline.5 Although this could possibly be attributed to the use of shielding, lead protection for patients has recently come under scrutiny within the realm of plain
film imaging. Specifically, the use of lead shielding has come under
scrutiny in protecting patients in pelvic examinations, with discus-
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sions suggesting shielding introduces more risks than benefits to
patients.6-8 In the backdrop of a reduction in reproductive organ
tissue weighting factors from 0.20 in 19909 to 0.08 in 2007,4 contemporary perceptions advocating for the abandonment of gonadal shielding may have been fostered. Nevertheless, with current
trends advocating for the ceased use of gonadal and foetal lead
protection for patients in plain film imaging,10-13 equal consideration should also be given to whether staff might cease the use of
lead protection if its use is deemed inconsequential for patients.
At present, published literature focuses on shielding in
high-dose imaging environments, such as fluoroscopy or the operating theatre.14-17 However, with support increasing for the discontinued use of patient lead shielding, it is imperative that all aspects
of this discussion are considered to ensure continued safety, prior
to the formulation of a consensus. This is of particular importance
if current perceptions or beliefs regarding shielding negatively influence the compliance of staff in using self-protection or patient
protection in different radiographic settings without sufficient scientific backing. While variability may naturally exist in individuals’
practice, it is imperative that medical radiation practitioners wholly
comprehend the risks and benefits of abandoning lead shielding
prior to enacting these behaviours in practice.
With the development of new techniques in the face
of exceptional circumstances presented by the coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, the demand for mobile imaging
has increased. Staff have the potential to be left without shielding
and may be limited by achievable distance from radiation sources
or patients being imaged. Thus, a current review of the use of lead
shielding in staff safety, particularly in mobile imaging contexts, is
timely.
This literature review will examine the use of lead protection in plain film radiography with a focus on staff safety in
mobile radiographic settings. It will also explore the history of lead
protection and occupational doses, as well as evolving perceptions
surrounding its use.
METHOD

A review was undertaken to examine the topic through existing literature, with an exploratory search of Monash University Library
Search, PubMed, Ovid MEDLINE and Google Scholar conducted
between August and October 2021. Various key words, including
“historical development”, “history”, “evolution”, “lead”, “protection”, “shielding”, “personal”, “garment”, “apron”, “mobile”,
“portable”, “bedside”, “radiography”, “ICU”, “medical radiation worker”, “radiographer”, “radiologic technologist”, “staff ”,
“radiation” and “occupational exposure” were utilised to identify
relevant articles for review. Where suitable, keywords were combined with Boolean operators (and/or) for search. Alongside this,
an inspection of the reference sections of the most significant and
relevant articles was performed to expand the breadth of investigation, particularly for analysis of frequently-appearing citations. Articles were filtered by year depending on topic for relevance, with
articles relevant for historical data having a wider scope of search
(1980 onwards) than lead shielding studies (which were limited to
5

2014 for relevance). Further inclusion criteria included Englishlanguage publishing and full-text peer reviewed articles. Searches
of various relevant organisational body’s documents was also undertaken. Abstracts of articles were read to analyse and ensure relevance to the topic, followed by in-depth analysis of those deemed
pertinent to the topic.
DISCUSSION
A Brief History of Radiation Protection and the Evolution of its
Perceptions

With the emergence of acute radiation injuries after the discovery
of X-rays, the need to protect against overexposure was recognised and early developments were made into what became known
as radiation protection measures.1,2 William Rollins, an American
dentist by trade, contributed greatly to the early development of
lead protection, suggesting the use of lead walls and goggles, as
well as protective tube housing and collimators in the late 1800s
and 1900s.1,18 Literature describes lead shielding being applied in
routine practice as early as 1905 for patients in gonadal form, to
prevent male sterility, as had been seen in animal models and male
medical radiation workers.7 However, limited literature exists on the
precise implementation of shielding for medical radiation workers.
Early models demonstrate protection from radiation emitted from
hand-held fluoroscopes, intended to reduce radiation-induced dermatitis.1 However, with limited knowledge of scatter radiation,
initial methods of lead shielding such as these did not provide adequate protection.
Public perceptions of radiation also influenced the early
development of protection efforts. These perceptions were shaped
by knowledge of legal action taken by those adversely affected by
the inappropriate use of diagnostic X-rays, alongside the radiationinduced deaths of medical radiation workers in Europe.1,18 The establishment of early radiation protection bodies in Britain (the International X-ray and Radium Protection Committee) and America
(the US Advisory Committee on X-ray and Radium Protection)
were driven by these events, with early recommendations published by both committees in 1921 and 1922, respectively.18 Early
British recommendations advocated for limited work times and
annual holidays away from radiation sources for medical radiation
workers.19 Over time, these limitations became adapted to effective doses, standardising the exposure limits proposed for radiation
staff and the public.20
Years later, the advent of nuclear warfare demonstrated
detrimental health effects associated with high radiation doses
and sparked significant concerns for the possible genetic effects
of radiation, leading protection bodies to implement occupational
whole-body and public dose limitations.2 The radiation principle
of maintaining exposures “as low as reasonably achievable” arose from
this cautionary mindset post-World War II, as it was unknown
whether a threshold existed for health effects to occur.2 With the
limited epidemiological follow-up of atomic bomb survivors providing much of the radiobiological information forming the basis
of early genetic and hereditary risk concepts, gonadal shielding was
initially supported.7 However, with advances in the understanding
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of genetic risk and reproductive organ susceptibility, the tissue
weighting factor used to calculate effective dose for the gonads
was reduced from 0.20 in 19909 to 0.08 in 2007.4 This reduction in
tissue weighting factor has impacted practice towards the abandonment of gonadal shielding for patients.12,13 However, simultaneously within this period, the tissue weighting factor for the breast
observed an increase from 0.05 in 19909 to 0.12 in 2007.4 As such,
due consideration should also be given to the observed increase
in breast tissue weighting. If the use of lead protection is ultimately deemed inconsequential for patients in a plain film context,
an equal consideration for staff should be undertaken. Thus, it is
important to fully determine specific situations in which shielding
may or may not be necessary, in gonadal or breast contexts, prior to
establishing a firm stance on the abandonment of lead protection.
Moreover, a recent study demonstrates the potential for increased
risk of testicular germ cell cancer for patients exposed to diagnostic radiation from 0-10-years of age, compared to those exposed
at or after 18-years of age.21 This further highlights the need for
evidence to drive any abandonment practices, particularly when reported radiobiological tissue weightings have not been updated in
over a decade and risk may differ between males and females.
Occupational Radiation Exposures and Risk Modelling

With increasing knowledge of radiation and advancing protection
techniques, occupational dose limits for medical radiation workers
fell from early-levels of 0.6 Sv/year in the 1900s-1930s to 50 mSv/
year in 1958.2 At present, the Australian Radiation Protection and
Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) limits workers to an occupational exposure of 20 mSv per year, averaged over 5 consecutive
years.22 These limitations aim to protect medical radiation workers
from excessive exposure and acute radiation effects, as evident in
early radiation practice.
Technological advances have allowed for the development
of high-dose imaging procedures and greater patient throughput,
increasing the contribution of medical imaging to the radiation
dose of the population, estimated at approximately 1.7 mSv in
2010 in Australia.23 Despite this, the annual average occupational
effective dose of radiologists and radiographers has reduced over
time.5 The annual effective radiation doses fell from approximately
5 mSv in the 1960s to less than 1 mSv in the 1990s, with dose levels
continuing to fall in the 2000s.5 Although this could infer protection measures can positively contribute to reduced doses over time,
the use of lead aprons or other shielding apparatus has not been
outwardly specified in reporting.5 This is problematic as the true
nature of lead shielding in protecting medical radiation workers
is not able to be properly quantified without adequate delineation
of protective practices in relation to reported doses. However, it
has been noted that the use of lead aprons in low energy X-ray
fluoroscopy settings increases the complexity of determining the
absorbed doses of shielded torso organs when dosimeters are used
externally to shielding.24 Nonetheless, improved staff and patient
protection was noted with the use of personal radioprotective
equipment, with most torso organs associated with stochastic risk
being shielded by lead aprons.20,24
The analysis and evaluation of occupational dose patReview | Volume 5 | Issue 1|

terns and trends over time provides great insight into how wellprotection practices safeguard staff against radiation, particularly
when changes are implemented. In order to determine accurate
outcomes, occupational dose data should be of high quality and
quantity. Although historical reviews of medical radiation workers’ occupational doses demonstrate reduction over time, data is
limited by insufficient follow-up, inconsistencies in dosimetry measurement and lack of information regarding worker lifestyle and
environmental factors.25 These factors are crucial in bettering the
understanding of adverse health effects from low-dose exposures,
particularly in populations of radiation workers.
Alongside this, projection studies demonstrate the potential for female diagnostic radiation workers to exhibit higher projected lifetime attributable radiation risk than males, with an overall
estimated increased risk of colon and thyroid cancer in all diagnostic radiation workers.26 Furthermore, significant dose-response
relationships for breast cancer mortality have been observed in a
cohort of US radiographers, particularly those employed prior to
1950.27 Hence, with the knowledge that medical radiation workers are at increased risk of colon, thyroid and breast cancer, it is
imperative to determine how well current shielding protects these
body areas for staff, as these areas would ideally be shielded by
radiation with correct adherence to lead protection practices.
The linear no-threshold model: While many biological and epidemiological studies of dose provide the basis for radiation protection standards and occupational dose limits, it is important
to acknowledge the strengths and shortcomings of the linear
no-threshold (LNT) model used to develop risk projections and
protection practices. The LNT model was adopted in low dose
settings through the extrapolation of data from follow-up studies conducted on atomic bomb survivors and assumes radiation
risk increases proportionally with dose, without a specific threshold for effect induction.28 Although this model provides useful risk
estimates at high doses, estimates at low doses are challenging to
accurately establish due to data limitations, difficulty in separating true risk from background radiation risk and the presence of
various confounders at low doses.28,29 It is important to note that
at low doses, individual radiosensitivity, genetic variations, variations in baseline disease incidence for different populations, socioeconomic, lifestyle or environmental factors – such as background
radiation and pollutants – can all confound and distort results.28
Furthermore, the basis of low-dose modelling being adapted from
high dose exposure cohorts may be inaccurate for low-dose risk
assessment.

To improve risk estimate models and statistical significance of low dose epidemiological study results, large sample sizes
are required with complete lifetime follow-up, making studies difficult to achieve.28 However, the current National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP)’s Million Person Study (MPS) underway
aims to address the shortcomings of older epidemiological studies
and improve risk estimate modelling at low doses, assessing health
effects in a large cohort of US radiation workers and veterans exposed to low doses.30 The results of the MPS and similar studies
in the future would provide further insight into current knowledge
gaps of health effects at low doses and support or refute the valid-
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ity of the LNT model in developing radiation protection practices
and risk modelling. Hence, updated knowledge on LNT modelling at low doses will truly solidify whether lead shielding can be
abandoned by staff in mobile settings. However, given the current
limitations on risk estimate modelling, the LNT model is regarded
as the most appropriate model for determining risk at low doses,
although it may not correspond to true risk.28 With the potential
for adaptive radiobiological responses to affect the validity of the
LNT model,28 further research is required to improve current risk
models and radiobiological responses, with large cohort investigations accounting for responses and variations in individual factors.
Lead Protection in Mobile Radiography

Although there has been limited research conducted on staff doses
and lead protection within mobile imaging settings, literature demonstrates the ability of lead shielding to reduce dose from scatter.
Early dose quantification studies conducted in mobile settings allowed for improved understandings of mobile scatter distributions
and the safety of adjacent patients.31 A dose quantification study
demonstrated that staff doses from portable radiographs performed within a typical emergency department setting were minimal, supporting protection measures of shielding when distance
is not achievable.32 Alongside this, radiographers were found to
receive higher doses than emergency physicians.33
More recent investigations of scatter from mobile phantom studies have also observed a reduction in dose from scatter
with the implementation of shielding, even when adequate distance is maintained from the primary beam.34 Additionally, a study
conducted in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) has demonstrated a reduction in scattered dose to not only staff, but adjacent
patients and caregivers when shielding is utilised in mobile radiography – with adjacent patients having dose reduced by an approximate factor of 100.35 Despite this, the authors do not support use
of lead shielding and anti-X sheets in NICU mobile imaging due to
potential interference with adjacent patient monitoring equipment
if placed on incubators, alongside low maximal scatter doses for
staff and caregivers. Hence, it may be prudent to acknowledge that
although lead shielding does demonstrate dose reduction benefits
for individuals near the patient imaged in mobile NICU settings,
using shielding sheets to reduce doses may not be suitable if patient monitoring is hindered.
Investigations of scattered doses imparted on adult populations due to mobile imaging demonstrate consistent results with
NICU, with intensive care unit (ICU) staff receiving lower exposures than stipulated reference levels, at <0.6 mSv/year.36 Thus,
with very low scatter radiation doses observed in mobile imaging
contexts each year with and without shielding, it may be conceivable that lead shielding can be mitigated in a mobile context. However, with the potential for increased breast cancer risk in medical
radiation workers, it is worthwhile for workers at a minimum, to
continue utilising individual lead protection. As aforementioned,
further advances in radiobiological models of cancer induction at
low dose levels are required prior to reaching unanimity in the discontinuation of lead protection for staff. It is apparent that seldom
focus is placed on lead protection reducing staff dose in mobile
7

settings in contemporary studies.
Lead Protection in Plain Film Radiography

The benefits of lead protection have been established in plain film
radiography, within primary X-ray beam contexts. An experimental
study determined significant scatter dose reductions to patient’s
breasts and eyes when lead shielding was implemented for typical
examination of the cervical spine, including anteroposterior (AP)
and left lateral projections.37 Specifically, breast dose was reduced
by 99.9% in the AP projection, with left and right breast dose reduced by 23 and 99% in the lateral projection. Consequently, left
and right eye doses were reduced by 91 and 89% in the AP projection, and 23 and 99%, respectively, for the lateral projection.
Despite establishing the effectiveness of shielding in protecting
radiosensitive organs exposed to scatter in a patient context, the
study is limited by its use of an anthropomorphic phantom and
cannot account for variations in patient size.
Currently, there is very limited literature available on doses imparted to helpers – which may consist of staff or carers – in
plain film examinations. A study conducted in an Australian paediatric hospital concluded that helpers remaining in the room to assist with emotional comfort or positioning in plain film paediatric
examinations do not require lead protection when scattered dose
to the carer is <2 µSv.38 However, the study was limited by its use
of a self-determined arbitrary dose threshold of 2 µSv, its inability
to account for examinations with multiple projections or repeat
imaging and its baseline dose comparison to background radiation
levels. As such, it is impractical to base decisions of lead protection
discontinuation on arbitrary dose thresholds, despite being below
stipulated standards of 1 mSv/year for members of the general
public.22 Discontinuation of lead protection in this sense does not
align with protective policies developed based on the LNT model
of risk. Thus, it is imperative that future research focuses on accurate models of risk, accounting for adaptive processes, to ensure
protective practices can be accurately updated against the current
shortcomings of the LNT model in low-dose settings. At present,
this data is not available and as such, abandonment practices are
not appropriate for carers/helpers under current policies and understandings.
Additionally, observations that lead aprons may increase
the absorbed dose to the thyroid if worn without a thyroid collar in
patient settings39 may generate cause for concern for staff if they
do not supply complete protective attire for patients.
Potential risks to staff in using lead protection: With the potential
for lead to cause adverse health effects in and of itself, the finding
that lead shielding can expose healthcare workers to lead dust may
introduce risks associated with frequent use. Findings demonstrate
higher lead concentration in radiographers’ hair compared to administration staff due to the use of lead protection and detectable
lead dust on shields that are improperly stored.40,41 However, an
analysis of radiology staff ’s blood lead levels demonstrated staff
were unlikely to suffer from lead poisoning with frequent use of
personal shielding.42 Thus, with correct hanged storage and frequent quality control of lead garments, the potential risk of lead
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exposure to staff can be reduced in individual departments while
maintaining radiation protection standards. Nonetheless, the possibility exists that this notion may drive the profession to utilise alternative lead-equivalent materials in shielding to prevent lead dust
exposure in future if further investigation demonstrates significant
health risks to staff.
Staff Perceptions towards Lead Protection in Practice

As medical radiation workers are at increased risk of colon, thyroid
and breast cancers, it is imperative to determine how well-staff adhere to self-protection practices as coverage of these areas would
be upheld with the appropriate use of radioprotective garments.
Studies demonstrate mixed staff adherence to personal radiation
protection practices.43,44 In a cohort of United Arab Emirates
(UAE) radiographers, personal radiation protection adherence was
found to be significantly higher in older, more experienced groups
of radiographers.43 However, qualification level was not determined to be a factor affecting self-protection. Moreover, studies
into the adherence of lead apron usage demonstrate radiographers
in South Korea utilising radioprotective garments 50.3% of the
time when exposed to radiation, with higher adherence in general
hospital settings.45 Contrastingly, this study demonstrated medical radiation workers employed for less than 10-years as exhibiting higher radioprotective garment adherence practices than more
experienced groups. However, this may be affected by a disparity
between less experienced participants surveyed (62.4%), compared
to more experienced participants (37.6%). It is also important to
acknowledge that these studies focus on varying levels of exposure
in different radiology environments – not only plain film or mobile
imaging. As there is limited literature available on mobile shielding
in practice, an evaluation of staff perceptions towards lead shielding in a general sense enables a broader picture to be detailed.
Furthermore, issues with hygiene and equipment availability have also been identified in literature as factors negatively
influencing self-protection practices, with staff less likely to use
thyroid shields due to availability and garment cleanliness.44 Direct addressing of these factors in individual departments with increased sanitisation processes for radioprotective garments would
therefore positively influence usage.

Exceptional Circumstances in Mobile Settings Coronavirus
Disease-2019

With the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic presenting new challenges in healthcare, exceptional circumstances have prompted the
development of new techniques in mobile imaging. The ‘throughglass’ technique has been independently implemented in various radiology departments globally to combat the spread of COVID-19,
reduce waste from personal protective equipment (PPE) usage and
supplement the increased demand of mobile imaging.47-49 However, with the implementation of this technique, healthcare staff
have the potential to be left in the room without shielding and with
limited distance achievable from the radiation source or the patient
being imaged. Thus, ensuring the safety of staff in exceptional mobile circumstances is imperative, particularly when the use of lead
shielding has come under scrutiny.
Through viability testing of the through-glass technique,
literature indicates that with a variety of technical factors used,
‘through-glass’ mobile imaging conditions are safe for staff to
operate without lead shielding while remaining at an appropriate
distance.49 Despite low dose scatter measurements reported at increased distances (3 m) compared to conventional mobile settings,
authors suggest the continued use of lead protection for practitioners remaining within the room and for an increased safety
distance of 3-4 m for surrounding staff and patients.48 Furthermore, the use of easily cleanable and portable shielding has been
proposed for staff remaining in the patient’s room to reduce additional exposure for staff who are already ‘dirty’ within the room
and unable to don personal lead shielding.47
In accordance with the LNT model for radiation risk, as
many protective measures as possible – including time, distance
and shielding – should be undertaken by staff even in low-dose radiation environments, as data at present does not suggest alternate
risk modelling to estimate adverse health effects.45 Hence, even in
exceptional circumstances in mobile settings, lead protection can
provide practical radiation safety for staff unable to exit the patient
room during imaging and contribute to a reduced occupational
dose.
What does this Mean for Our Professional Responsibilities?

It is also important to consider how radiographer’s attitudes and perceptions have changed towards lead protection in
the sense of general practice, alongside self-adherence. An ethnographic study of radiographers’ attitudes and perceptions towards
lead protection in the United Kingdom suggests personal beliefs
and values are beginning to influence disparities in the clinical application of lead protection for patients.46 The ceased use of lead
protection in practice by some radiographers was identified to
stem from word of mouth, rather than evidence-based literature,
presenting concern for arising disparities in clinical decision-making. Although variations may naturally exist in individual medical
radiation workers’ practice, it is imperative for practitioners to fully
understand the risks and benefits of abandoning lead protection
in their individual clinical and self-protection practices and make
these decisions from evidence – the ultimate basis for clinical decision-making.
Review | Volume 5 | Issue 1|

As the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated how quickly
healthcare practice and societal norms can be adapted to overcome
universal challenges, it is possible that professional responsibilities
may also be modified in the backdrop of the pandemic. For instance, current Australian Professional Capabilities for Practice describe qualified radiographers necessitating the ability to undertake
interprofessional collaboration to be fit to practice.50 However, in
the exceptional circumstances stimulated by COVID-19, radiographers have been required to collaborate closely with nurses, coaching them in some instances to achieve optimal imaging receptor
positioning for ‘through-glass’ techniques. Hence, there is potential
for the expansion of healthcare workers’ capabilities into radiation safety practices as increased collaboration is apparent with the
introduction of new, highly infectious viruses. Thus, a set of alternate capabilities may be required of healthcare workers, which may
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apply to future pandemics, for enhanced collaboration and breadth
into radiation protection practices.
LIMITATIONS

As alluded to, epidemiological studies of occupational dose and
risk estimate are limited by short follow-up periods that do not
allow for visualisation of cancer development in older-aged workers.5,25-27 Alongside this, epidemiological studies conducted for low
dose exposures are subject to many confounding variables and lack
sufficient consideration for lifestyle and environmental factors that
may distort risk estimates. Furthermore, low dose risk estimates
based on the LNT model are limited by shortcomings in extrapolating high dose settings to low doses.28-30 Further epidemiological
research studies conducted with larger cohorts and entire lifetime
follow-up would enable better understanding of current knowledge gaps concerning the validity of the LNT model at low doses.
Consequently, a focus on advancing knowledge gaps in adaptive
radiobiological responses may provide further insight into the true
validity of current risk estimates.
Moreover, is apparent that literature regarding the use
of lead shielding in protecting staff in mobile settings is severely
limited. Of published literature, studies investigating the use of
lead shielding are limited by anthropomorphic phantom usage,
which do not account for variations in patient size and/or composition and may result in altered scatter distributions in mobile
settings.34,48,49 However, this is an unavoidable limitation, as it is
unethical to irradiate patients solely for dose quantification to staff,
unless patients already undergoing medical imaging procedures are
consented and recruited. Furthermore, studies conducted in neonatal populations are limited in generalisability, due to larger doses
being used for adult portable imaging, which may alter scatter
distributions.35 Moreover, a study conducted in an adult ICU was
majorly limited by its minimal description of resultant staff dose
measurements, with no data analysis or tabulations performed.36
Furthermore, studies focussing on the perceptions and
attitudes of staff towards personal adherence to lead protection are
restricted by their small sample sizes and collection of responses
through self-administered surveys, with potential uncertainty arising from individual’s responses.43,46 Alongside this, one study was
potentially influenced by selection bias with departmental nomination of particular participants for inclusion in the study, who may
have exhibited higher adherence to lead protection.44
Considering hereditary risk concepts have not been formally updated since a reported reduced gonadal sensitivity in 2007,
proposal of lead abandonment due to this metric is not optimal.
In order to fully negate or support the use of lead protection, an
update of tissue weighting metrics should be undertaken with the
most recent data available for low-dose cohorts, even if this update
solidifies no changes to current tissue weighting values. However,
this limitation may be resolved within the coming years, as the
ICRP are in the process of revising recommendations for modern
practice.51
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CONCLUSION

Presently, it cannot be concluded that staff should abandon lead
shielding in the low-dose settings of mobile and plain film radiography, although there is movement towards abandonment in
patient contexts. Further research is required to achieve true unanimity in the cessation of lead protection for staff in mobile radiography settings. Specifically, further research into current gaps in
radiobiological understandings will facilitate better comprehension
of adaptive mechanisms present at low doses. Alongside this, updating risk estimation models with large cohort studies will enable
confidence in or refute the relevance of the LNT model in current
cancer and solid tumour risk estimates for contemporary low-dose
exposures experienced by medical radiation workers. With this
knowledge, it would be possible to accurately examine the necessity of lead protection in protecting and reducing staff dose in
low-dose radiography. At present, the LNT model is considered
the most appropriate for low-dose risk estimates and for the development of radiation protection practices. Hence, it is impractical
to base staff abandonment of lead shielding upon reduced radiosensitivity tissue weightings as current modelling assumes there no
threshold for inducing health effects. Thus, even in low-dose settings of plain film and mobile radiography, lead abandonment cannot be purported, particularly when studies demonstrate reduction
in scatter from staff shielding. Differences in staff perceptions and
attitudes towards the personal use of lead protection must also be
adequately addressed in the profession, as studies indicate decisions are being made on information received as word of mouth,
rather than evidence. Furthermore, potential health implications
of using lead shielding must be further investigated for the future
of the profession if lead shielding is to be maintained for staff
in low-dose settings. However, the potential implementation of
lead-equivalent materials may be useful in protecting staff if lead
exposure is determined to be a significant health risk. Thus, as lead
protection provides notable dose reductions for staff in low-dose
settings and current modelling does not suggest otherwise, staff
shielding should not be abandoned in contemporary practice until
low-dose exposure understandings are improved.
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